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Abstract—We present the novel adaptive hierarchical sensing
algorithm K-AHS, which samples sparse or compressible signals
with a measurement complexity equal to that of Compressed
Sensing (CS). In contrast to CS, K-AHS is adaptive as sensing
vectors are selected while sampling, depending on previous
measurements. Prior to sampling, the user chooses a trans-
form domain in which the signal of interest is sparse. The
corresponding transform determines the collection of sensing
vectors. K-AHS gradually refines initial coarse measurements
to significant signal coefficients in the sparse transform domain
based on a sensing tree which provides a natural hierarchy
of sensing vectors. K-AHS directly provides significant signal
coefficients in the sparse transform domain and does not require
a reconstruction stage based on inverse optimization. Therefore,
the K-AHS sensing vectors must not satisfy any incoherence or
restricted isometry property. A mathematical analysis proves the
sampling complexity of K-AHS as well as a general and sufficient
condition for sampling the optimal k-term approximation, which
is applied to particular signal models. The analytical findings are
supported by simulations with synthetic signals and real world
images. On standard benchmark images, K-AHS achieves lower
reconstruction errors than CS.
Index Terms—Compressed Sensing, Compressive Sampling,
Compressive Imaging, Adaptive Sensing
I. INTRODUCTION
DURING the last decade Compressed Sensing (CS) hasrapidly emerged and is now established as a useful
sampling technique in various engineering disciplines. Many
digital acquisition devices, for instance digital cameras, first
fully sample the analog signal of interest and subsequently
perform lossy compression to get rid of the vast amount of
redundant information collected in the first stage. CS, on the
contrary, is a much more efficient approach as it embeds
the data compression step into the sampling stage. Given the
signal is sparse or compressible in some transform domain,
the total number of CS measurements is much lower than
the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem demands for classical
sampling. The sparseness assumption holds for many natural
signal classes. Classical sampling of a signal of interest, e.g.
a visual scene, can be seen as making linear measurements
in terms of inner products of the signal with canonical basis
functions. With CS, inner products of the signal are instead
measured with alternative (e.g. random) functions. Given the
set of collected measurements, the signal is reconstructed by
solving a convex `1-norm optimization problem or by using a
greedy `0-norm pursuit method. CS has found widespread ap-
plications, ranging from radar imaging [1], [2] over Magnetic
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Resonance Imaging (MRI) [3] to one pixel cameras [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8].
In this paper we present an alternative approach, where
sensing vectors are selected dependent on values of previously
observed measurements. In this sense our approach is adaptive.
Adaptive sensing schemes have been proposed before. For
example, Coulter at al. proposed the neural network model
Adaptive Compressed Sensing (ACS), which is a sparse cod-
ing neural network with a synaptic learning scheme that is
embedded into the compressed sensing framework. Motivated
by neurobiological findings, encoding and weight adaptation
stages of their ACS network have limited access to the original
data. They showed that with these networks smooth and
biologically realistic receptive fields, also known from sparse
coding models, emerge despite the fact that the sensory input
is subsampled and mixed by the feedforward connectivity [9].
Burciu et al. proposed Hierarchical Manifold Sensing
(HMS), an adaptive hierarchical sensing scheme to solve
classification tasks for images that are distributed on a non-
linear manifold. By hierarchically decomposing the training
data into partitions using PCA and k-means clustering, HMS
infers the class of an input image based on only few linear
measurements [10]. Their approach, however, has limitations
as it requires to have instances in the training set which are
similar to the unknown signal that is to be classified.
Adaptive sensing based on Bayesian inference has its roots
in the area of experimental design [11], which addresses the
problem to optimally design a sequence of experiments in
order to gain knowledge about the true state of the world.
The outcome of each experiment can reduce the experi-
menters uncertainty about the state by providing new bits
of information. The experimenters objective is to exploit the
information of previous experiments and design the subsequent
experiment in a way that maximizes the expected information
gain [12], [13]. Bayesian Adaptive Sensing is a framework
which follows this concept of optimal design in order to
sample an unknown sparse signal sequentially using multiple
random sensing matrices. Entries of these sensing matrices
are drawn from a symmetric distribution which is gradually
adjusted over time taking observed measurements into account.
This is in contrast to non-adaptive CS, where only a single
sensing matrix is used whose entries are drawn i.i.d. from
a symmetric distribution. The variance of the distribution is
adaptively adjusted. Thus, sensing energy is focused onto
locations for which it is rather likely that signal components
are contained. For a new sensing step the sensing matrix
is drawn from the distribution that maximizes the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the posterior distribution of the
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2signal given the measurements and the prior distribution of the
signal [11]. Bayesian Adaptive Sensing can outperform non-
adaptive CS in noisy settings in terms of the reconstruction
error relative to the number of measurements [14], [15], [16],
[17].
Deutsch et al. proposed Adaptive Direct Sampling (ADS) to
directly sample relevant wavelet coefficients of an image in a
selective hierarchical manner [18]. The set of possible sensing
vectors matches with the wavelet basis. First, ADS samples all
transform coefficients in all sub-bands within a limited number
of the coarsest scales. Subsequently, a heuristic based on the
Lipschitz exponent is applied to iteratively decide at which
image locations and for which sub-bands the coefficients of
the next finer scale will be sampled or omitted. Their approach,
however, is limited to the wavelet domain.
Aldroubi et al. proposed an adaptive compressed sampling
approach to sample sparse signals based on a Huffman tree
[19]. The Huffman tree is derived from probabilities assigned
to sets of non-zero locations, which reflect statistics of the
signal population. In a way, such a Huffman tree is related
to the sensing tree that is used by K-AHS (see Section
II-B below) as it is traversed during sampling and each
visited node corresponds to a linear measurement of the signal
with a sensing vector that yields the sum of a subset of
signal components. On average, their method has a sampling
complexity of k logN + 2k measurements to find k non-
zero locations. In contrast to K-AHS, their sampling scheme
traverses the Huffman tree multiple times (one run for each
non-zero component), and requires furthermore to recalculate
sensing vectors after each run, depending on already identified
non-zero locations. However, the authors do not address the
issue that, for compressible signals, unfavorable constellations
of significant coefficients can cancel each other. Furthermore,
their method was not tested on real world signals, or non-
canonical sparse transform domains.
In [20], a threshold-based variant of AHS has been proposed
to sample k-sparse signals by less than 2k(logN/k + 1)
measurements. It is conceptually based on the same kind of
sensing tree as will be introduced in Section II-B. In contrast
to K-AHS, the threshold parameter gives little control on the
total number of measurements if the signal is compressible
rather than strictly k-sparse. This limitation and the lack of a
theoretical analysis motivate the novel sampling method K-
AHS that we propose in this paper.
A. Contribution and Structure of this Article
In Section II, we introduce our novel adaptive hierarchical
sensing algorithm K-AHS and the sensing tree it is based on,
explain its reconstruction stage, and prove that its sampling
complexity is of the order O(K logN/K). Section III is
dedicated to the theoretical analysis of K-AHS in terms of
recovering the most significant signal coefficients particularly
for signals that are not strictly k-sparse but compressible. Our
Theorem 2 states a general sufficient condition to guarantee the
detection of the k most significant signal coefficients. We use
it to derive conditions on model parameters for three different
signal models such that sensing by K-AHS will be successful.
We illustrate sensing performance of K-AHS for synthetic
signals and validate our theoretical findings. In Section IV we
use K-AHS for compressive imaging of real-world images
and report reconstruction accuracy dependent on the number
of measurements.
II. THE K-AHS ALGORITHM
A. Prerequisite
Assume that x ∈ RN is the unknown signal of interest. The
main prerequisite for sensing with K-AHS is, that a linear
basis Ψ ∈ RN×N (analysis basis) is known that transforms
(analysis transform) the signal x to a sparse representation
a = Ψx which has only few entries substantially different
from zero. Let Ψ
T ∈ RN×N be the corresponding inverse
linear basis (synthesis basis) that transforms (synthesis trans-
form) the sparse representation a back to the original signal
x = Ψ
T
a. For instance, Ψ can be an orthogonal basis
(with the implication Ψ = Ψ) such as the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) or a Daubechies wavelet basis. Alternatively,
the pair Ψ and Ψ can be a biorthogonal basis such as a Cohen-
Daubechies-Feauveau wavelet basis.
B. Sensing Tree
For now we assume that N is a power of 2. The key data
structure underlying K-AHS is a so called sensing tree. It is a
perfect binary tree of height log2N with 2N − 1 nodes. Each
node (l, n) of the tree is associated with a sensing vector ϕl,n,
where l = 0, . . . , log2N is the index of the tree level (starting
at the bottom level), and n = 1, . . . , N2−l is the index of the
node within level l.
The sensing vectors of the bottom level correspond to
elements of analysis basis Ψ = [ψ1, . . . , ψN ] in which x is
assumed to have a sparse representation, i.e.
ϕ0,n = ψn, n = 1, . . . , N . (1)
In a bottom-up manner, the sensing vector of each internal
node is the sum of sensing vectors assigned to its two direct
descendant nodes, i.e. for any l ∈ {1, ..., log2N}
ϕl,n = ϕl−1,2n−1 + ϕl−1,2n , n = 1, . . . , N2−l . (2)
By construction, ϕl,n can also be written as the sum of a
subset of basis vectors from Ψ:
ϕl,n =
n2l∑
i=(n−1)2l+1
ψi . (3)
The set of analysis basis vectors that forms ϕl,n corresponds
to the leaves of the subtree with root node (l, n).
Figure 1 illustrates the sensing tree schematically.
C. Sensing Procedure
K-AHS selectively traverses the sensing tree, level by level.
For each node (l, n) that is visited, one linear measurement is
collected by the sensing operation 〈x, ϕl,n〉, i.e. by the inner
product between the unknown signal of interest x and the
node specific sensing vector ϕl,n. Note that due to property
3ϕlog2N,1
ϕlog2 N2 ,1
ϕlog2 N2 ,2
ϕ1,1 ϕ1,N2
ϕ0,1︸︷︷︸
ψ1
ϕ0,2︸︷︷︸
ψ2
ϕ0,N−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψN−1
ϕ0,N︸︷︷︸
ψN
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the K-AHS sensing tree. To each node
(l, n) a sensing vector ϕl,n is assigned. The first index l ∈ {0, ..., log2N}
indicates the tree level starting with l = 0 at the bottom level. The second
index n ∈ {1, ..., N2−l} is the node index for level l. There is a one to
one matching between sensing vectors of leaf nodes and elements of analysis
basis Ψ.
(3), and the bilinearity of the inner product for real vector
spaces, a sensing operation implicitly calculates the sum of
signal coefficients in the sparse transform domain Ψ, i.e.
〈x, ϕl,n〉 =
n2l∑
i=(n−1)2l+1
ai . (4)
The K-AHS algorithm has a user parameter K. This
parameter allows to control how many signal coefficients are
going to be identified. Furthermore, it determines how many
nodes K-AHS takes into consideration when it transitions
from one level to the next. The direct descendants of the nodes
corresponding to the K largest1 measurements are visited in
the next iteration. Thus, there are 2K sensing operations for
the new level from which again the nodes coinciding with the
K largest measurements are further processed. This iterative
scheme is continued until 2K leaf nodes are reached. The
K-AHS pseudo code is listed in Algorithm 1. The idea is
that, by this procedure, the K largest entries of a = Ψx are
collected. For instance, if a has at most K non-zero entries
(without any subset summing up to exactly zero, e.g., when
drawn from a continuous probability distribution), then the
signal is completely sensed and can be perfectly reconstructed.
In Section III we investigate further models of compressive
signals.
In order to avoid unnecessary sensing operations, K-AHS
does not start with the first measurement at the root node of the
sensing tree but at a suitable initial level L. This initial level
has to be sensed completely in order to identify the K nodes
providing the largest measurements for processing the next
level. At each subsequent level l < L, only 2K measurements
are collected. Regarding the total number of measurements the
1In the following, for K-AHS measurements the relation larger and smaller
is exclusively meant in terms of their magnitude.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Hierarchical Sensing (K-AHS)
Require: “Interface” to collect inner products 〈x, ·〉 with signal x ∈ RN
Invertible transform Ψ ∈ RN×N yielding sparse representation a = Ψx
Target sparsity level K < N
4
Output: Sparse estimate aˆ of a, where ‖aˆ‖0 ≤ 2K
1: Set initial sensing tree level L according to (5)
2: Collect all measurements of level L〈
x, ϕL,n
〉
, n = 1, . . . , N2−L
3: for l = L,L− 1, ..., 1 do
4: Let n1, ..., nK be the subscripts of the K largest measurements
collected from sensing tree level l
5: At the next level l− 1, collect for j = 1, ...,K the measurements of
the two child nodes of node (l, nj)〈
x, ϕl−1,2nj−1
〉
,
〈
x, ϕl−1,2nj
〉
6: end for
7: For n = 1, . . . , N , set
aˆn ←
{
〈x, ϕ0,n〉 if observed
0 otherwise
optimal initial tree level depends on the user parameter K and
is given by
L = log2N − blog2Kc − 2 . (5)
L is the highest level l ∈ {0, . . . , log2N/4} that contains more
than 2K nodes. For example, for K = 1 we start with the level
L = log2N/4 which contains 4 nodes. For N/4 ≤ K ≤ N/2
we obtain L = 0 and N measurements, a trivial scenario
where each coefficient is sensed individually. This shows that
K-AHS makes sense only for small values of K, i.e., sparse
signals.
The sensing scheme provided by K-AHS is adaptive as
each measurement collected in level l < L depends on large
measurements at the corresponding ancestor nodes. Further-
more, K-AHS operates hierarchically as the transition from
a node in level l to its two child nodes in level l − 1 splits
the partition of coefficients, which are summed up, in two
halves. In that sense, the sensing scheme can be seen as a
successive refinement of initially coarse measurements up to
a set of significant signal coefficients in the sparse transform
domain.
D. Signal Reconstruction
Due to Eq. (1), K-AHS directly senses 2K entries of a at
the bottom level of the sensing tree. These sensed coefficients
are used to built aˆ ∈ RN as the estimation of a. The remaining
N − 2K entries of aˆ are set to zero. The reconstructed signal
in the original domain xˆ is easily obtained by applying the
synthesis transform
xˆ = Ψ
T
aˆ . (6)
Note that K-AHS differs in an important point from CS as no
inverse optimization problem has to be solved to obtain aˆ.
Why do we expect to obtain most of the signal energy with
this kind of hierarchical sensing? It is easy to see that exactly
K-sparse signals are sensed perfectly by K-AHS (under the
mild assumption that no subsets of non-zero coefficients sum
4up to zero), i.e., the 2K coefficients of the final step contain
all the non-zero elements and aˆ = a. In case the signal is not
exactly K-sparse, it might happen that significant coefficients
cancel out themselves within a measurement sum and get lost.
However, if the coefficients are drawn from a heavy-tailed
distribution, which is a characteristic property of sparse natural
signals, for two coefficients ai, aj
lim
c→∞Prob [|ai − aj | < t | ai, aj > c] = 0 for all t > 0 (7)
is valid. This property of heavy-tailed distributed random vari-
ables implies that the probability, that two large coefficients
sum up to a small value and get lost during the sensing process,
converges to zero the more significant these coefficients are.
This is the basic idea behind K-AHS. Indeed, in Section IV
we will see that natural images can successfully be sensed by
K-AHS. In Section III-B1, we will analyze the sensing quality
of K-AHS more rigorously.
E. Sampling Complexity
K-AHS has a sampling complexity of the same order as
Compressed Sensing.
Theorem 1: Let x ∈ RN and 1 ≤ K < N/4. For M , the
total number of K-AHS measurements, the following bound
holds
M ≤ 2K log2
N
K
. (8)
Proof: According to Algorithm 1, K-AHS entirely pro-
cesses the initial level L of the sensing tree, which results
in N2−L measurements. There are L subsequent levels, each
adds 2K measurements. Hence,
M = N2−L + 2KL . (9)
Plugging (5) into (9) yields
M = 2blog2Kc+2 + 2K(log2N − blog2Kc − 2)
≤ 2log2K+2 + 2K(log2N − log2K − 2) (10)
≤ 2K log2
N
K
.
For (10), we have used the inequality
2blog2Kc+2 − 2K blog2Kc ≤ 2log2K+2 − 2K log2K .
Equality in (8) holds if K ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, . . . }.
F. Extension to Arbitrary N and Weighted Sums
To handle a signal dimensionality N which is not a power
of base 2, we simply expand the analysis basis Ψ by N˜ −N
additional zero elements, where N˜ = 2dlog2Ne. The expanded
analysis basis Ψ˜ ∈ RN×N˜ is then given by
Ψ˜ =
[
Ψ,0N×(N˜−N)
]
.
The size of the sensing tree will be increased due to the
additional artificial sensing vectors. However, most of these
additional nodes will be discarded very early during sensing
as they provide merely zero measurements. For the reconstruc-
tion, only the N original dimensions will be used. The artificial
N˜ − N components of aˆ will be zero and can be cut off
such that the original synthesis transform Ψ is used for the
reconstruction as stated in Eq. (6).
According to (2), the sensing vector of an internal node
of the sensing tree is constructed by the sum of the sensing
vectors assigned to its direct descendant nodes. It might be
suitable to generalize (2) such that the direct sum becomes a
weighted sum:
ϕl,n = αl,n ϕl−1,2n−1 + βl,n ϕl−1,2n , (11)
where αl,n and βl,n are real non-zero weights. This can be
useful if the signal class of interest has particular statistical
properties. For instance, when the measurements provided
by two sibling nodes ϕl,2n−1 and ϕl,2n are strongly anti-
correlated, it would be advantageous to choose weights αl,n
and βl,n with opposite signs.
III. SENSING QUALITY
When a signal x is sampled by K-AHS, the optimal result
one can expect is that the K largest entries of its coefficient
vector a are collected. Whether this optimal result can be
achieved depends on the compressibility of the signal. In the
following, we will introduce three signal models for which we
analyze the sensing performance of K-AHS.
A. Signal Models
The following signal models characterize the decay of signal
coefficients. Let h1, ..., hn be a sequence of indices which sorts
the entries of a in descending order of their magnitudes, i.e.,
|ah1 | ≥ |ah2 | ≥ ... ≥ |ahN |. Each signal model assumes
certain properties regarding |ahn |, n = 1, . . . , N .
1) k-Sparse Model: A k-sparse signal, denoted by ‖x‖0 =
k, has the property
|ahn |
{
> 0, if n ≤ k
= 0, otherwise .
(12)
Commonly, the number of non-zero coefficients is very small
compared to the signal dimensionality, i.e. k  N . We
furthermore assume that the k non-zero coefficients come from
a continuous probability distribution.
2) Exponential Model: The decay of the coefficient mag-
nitudes can be modeled by an exponential law
|ahn | = Rq−n+1 , (13)
where base q > 1 is the model parameter and R > 0 is a
scaling constant.
3) Power Law Model: Similar to [21], the decay of the
coefficient magnitudes can be modeled by a power law
|ahn | = Rn−α , (14)
where exponent α > 1 is the model parameter and R > 0 is
a scaling constant. It has been shown that many natural signal
classes are consistent with this model [21], [22], [23], [24].
5B. Sufficient Condition to Collect the k largest Coefficients
Due to (4), a sensing operation 〈x, ϕl,n〉 implicitly cal-
culates the sum of a partition of a. Similarly, any sensing
operation 〈x, ϕl,n′〉 at any other node (l, n′) of the same level
calculates a sum of another disjoint partition of a. For any tree
level l, the size of such a partition (number of summands) is
2l. Merely the K nodes with the largest measurements (the
largest sums) are further processed. Consequently, the absolute
value of those measurements, which include significant coeffi-
cients, should not become too small. In particular, significant
coefficients should not cancel each other within a sum.
Let K = {ah1 , . . . , ahk} be the set of the k largest
coefficients we want to collect (we call them significant coef-
ficients). We define u as the smallest absolute value that can
occur by summing up a subset of these significant coefficients,
i.e.
u = min
A⊆K
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
an∈A
an
∣∣∣∣∣ . (15)
The following theorem states a sufficient condition for K-AHS
to be successful in collecting all significant coefficients.
Theorem 2: Let k ≤ K, Π = 2L the partition size (number
of summed coefficients by a measurement) in the initial tree
level L, and
r =
2Π−1∑
n=k+1
|ahn | . (16)
K-AHS will collect all significant coefficients an ∈ K, if
u > r . (17)
Proof: If this were not true, then there is a measurement
containing significant coefficients, which is not larger than a
measurement containing only non-significant coefficients. Let
A be the set of coefficients of the measurement containing
significant coefficients (A ∩ K 6= ∅), and B be the set of co-
efficients of the measurement containing only non-significant
coefficients (B ∩ K = ∅). Then the following inequality∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
an∈A
an
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
an∈B
an
∣∣∣∣∣ (18)
would hold. This can be written as∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
an∈A∩K
an +
∑
an∈A\(A∩K)
an
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
an∈B
an
∣∣∣∣∣ , (19)
from which follows∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
an∈A∩K
an
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
an∈B
an
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
an∈A\(A∩K)
an
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (20)
≤
∑
an∈B
|an|+
∑
an∈A\(A∩K)
|an| (21)
≤ r . (22)
Since u is smaller or equal than the left hand side, this
contradicts (17).
With Theorem 2 we can analyze the K-AHS sensing quality
for the introduced signal models.
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Figure 2. Relevance of the most significant coefficient ah1 for power law
decaying coefficients. (a) Energy ratio between optimal 1-term approximation
of x and the full signal x depending on α. (b) Mean squared error (MSE)
between optimal 1-term approximation of x and the full signal x depending
on α.
1) Application of Theorem 2 to the k-Sparse Model: In the
case of exactly k-sparse signals whose k non-zero coefficients
are drawn from a continuous probability distribution (signal
model III-A1), condition (17) holds almost surely for any k ≤
K, since r = 0 and u > 0 with overwhelming probability.
2) Application of Theorem 2 to the Exponential Model: In
the case of exponentially decaying coefficients (signal model
III-A2), condition (17) holds for any k ≤ K, if model
parameter q ≥ 2. It can be easily seen that u ≥ Rq−k. For
the right hand side of (17) we have
r =
2Π−1∑
n=k+1
|ahn | <
∞∑
n=k+1
|ahn | = Rq−k
1
q − 1 (23)
< Rq−k ≤ u .
3) Application of Theorem 2 to the Power Law Model:
In the case of power law decaying coefficients (signal model
III-A3), Theorem 2 cannot be applied directly for all cases
in which k ≤ K. It allows, nevertheless, to state conditions
on model parameter α for the case k = 1, meaning that the
detection of ah1 , the most significant coefficient, is guaranteed.
This is useful since the bulk of the signal energy often lies
in the first coefficient. For this model, Figure 2a illustrates
the energy ratio between optimal 1-term approximation of
the signal and the complete signal as a function of model
parameter α. An increase of α rapidly concentrates the signal
energy on ah1 such that this coefficient contributes nearly
exclusively to the entire energy of the signal. A similar
illustration is provided by Figure 2b in terms of mean squared
error (MSE).
For k = 1, condition (17) of Theorem 2 holds, if α > α∗
with α∗ being defined by
∞∑
n=2
n−α
∗
= ζ(α∗)− 1 = 1 , (24)
where ζ(·) denotes the Riemann zeta function. The value of α∗
is about 1.73. Since k = 1, we have u = R and furthermore
r < R, due to (24). Hence, if α > α∗, we can guarantee that
K-AHS captures more than 88% of the signal energy.
Note that this finding does not depend on the initial partition
size Π. By considering Π, the detection of ah1 can be
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Figure 3. Initial partition size Π (left vertical axis) and the corresponding
initial sensing tree level L (right vertical axis) dependent on model parameter
α as stated by (25) for signals with power law decaying coefficients (see
Section III-A3). For a particular value of α, any power to base 2 under the
curve is a valid initial partition size in order to capture the most prominent
signal coefficient ah1 by K-AHS. The vertical axis on the right indicates for
each Π the corresponding L. The triangular markers indicate values of alpha
for which the integer valued partition size Π has to be modified.
guaranteed for even smaller values of α. By using integral
approximations of the partial sum (16), we obtain
r =
2Π−1∑
n=2
n−α
≤ 2−α +
2Π− 12∫
5
2
x−αdx
≤ 2−α + 1
1− α
((
2Π− 1
2
)1−α
−
(
5
2
)1−α)
(25)
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Figure 4. K-AHS simulation with randomly generated synthetic k-sparse
signals (see Section III-A1), locations uniformly distributed, non-zero coef-
ficients standard Gaussian distributed. For model parameter k ∈ {2, 4, 8},
105 signals of dimensionality N = 1024 were generated. The empirical K-
AHS detection probability for the 16 most significant coefficients is plotted
according to their rank. K-AHS was applied with user parameter K = 4. As
long as K ≥ k, all k non-zero coefficients are identified correctly.
If we choose K such that we start with a value Π for which
the r.h.s. of (25) is smaller than 1, then the most significant
coefficient ah1 is definitely captured by K-AHS. Figure 3 plots
the maximal Π, which is allowed due to (25), as a function of
α.
IV. RESULTS
A. Synthetic Signals
We conducted sensing experiments with K-AHS on syn-
thetic signals that obey the models introduced in Section
III-A. To complement our theoretical findings of Section III,
we empirically study the performance of K-AHS to detect
significant coefficients depending on the model parameters.
For each parameter value we generated 105 signals of di-
mensionality N = 1024. First, the magnitudes of coefficients
were computed as given by the model. Second, locations and
signs of the coefficients were assigned uniformly at random.
Subsequently, we applied K-AHS to each signal by setting
the user parameter to K = 4, and calculated the empirical
detection probability for individual coefficient ranks. Ideally,
the empirical probability for each coefficient ah1 , ..., ahK is
equal or close to 1. Figures 4 to 6 show this empirical detection
probability for the three different signal models and the 16
most significant ranks (out of 1024).
Figure 4 illustrates simulation results for the k-sparse signal
model of Section III-A1. While the number of non-zero
coefficients is given by model parameter k, their values were
drawn from a standard Gaussian distribution. The values of
the model parameter that we investigated were k ∈ {2, 4, 8}.
In the cases k = 2 and k = 4 all non-zero coefficients were
identified correctly. This is in accordance with our theoretical
finding in III-B1 which predicts perfect recovery if K ≥ k.
In the case k = 8, we have the situation K < k and the
empirical detection probability is decreased. However, it is
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Figure 5. K-AHS simulation with randomly generated synthetic signals with
exponentially decaying coefficients (see Section III-A2), locations and signs
uniformly distributed. For model parameter q ∈ {1.2, 1.6, 2}, 105 signals of
dimensionality N = 1024 were generated. The empirical K-AHS detection
probability for the 16 most significant coefficients is plotted according to their
rank. K-AHS was applied with user parameter K = 4. As long as q ≥ 2,
the K most significant coefficients are identified correctly.
7still above 0.8 for each ah1 , ..., ahK despite the fact that the
number of non-zero coefficients of the signal is considerably
underestimated.
Figure 5 illustrates simulation results for the exponential
decay model of Section III-A2. The values of the model
parameter that we investigated were q ∈ {1.2, 1.6, 2}. It can be
seen that an increase of base q (steeper decay of coefficients)
leads to an increase of the empirical detection probability for
ah1 , ..., ahK . All of the K most prominent coefficients are
identified correctly in the scenario q = 2, which is predicted
by our theoretical finding in III-B2.
Figure 6 illustrates simulation results for the power decay
model of Section III-A3. As for the exponential model, a larger
parameter value α results in a steeper decay of coefficients and
increases the detection probability for significant coefficients.
As opposed to the exponential model, a single threshold of
model parameter α does not guarantee the detection of the
most prominent coefficients for all values of K. On the other
hand, the signal energy rapidly focuses on ah1 as α increases,
see Figure 2a. Therefore, we additionally illustrate for the
power decay model the relative signal energy obtained by K-
AHS dependent on K. Figure 7 shows that, for various values
of α, the reconstruction performance in terms of captured
signal energy increases as K is set to higher values.
B. Natural Images
We conducted compressive imaging experiments by apply-
ing K-AHS to standard gray scale test images (Cameraman,
Lena, Pirate) with a size of 512 × 512 pixels and a gray
level depth of 8 bit (see Figure 8). For each image, the
reconstruction performance by K-AHS is measured in terms
of peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). By use of (9), the user
parameter K was varied such that the number of measurements
M took values from 0.02N to 0.3N in steps of 0.02N .
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Figure 6. K-AHS simulation with randomly generated synthetic signals with
power law decaying coefficients (see Section III-A3), locations and signs
uniformly distributed. For model parameter α ∈ {1, 1.5, 2, 5}, 105 signals of
dimensionality N = 1024 were generated. The empirical K-AHS detection
probability for the 16 most significant coefficients is plotted according to their
rank. K-AHS was applied with user parameter K = 4. The most significant
coefficient ah1 is nearly always found, even for α < α
∗.
We report mean and standard deviation of PSNR over 10
trials. For each trial the sequence of basis vectors ψn was
randomly shuffled before the assignment to the leaf nodes of
the sensing tree. As sparse coding transform Ψ we chose (i)
the orthogonal non-standard 2D Haar wavelet basis, and (ii)
the biorthogonal Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau 9/7 (CDF97)
wavelet basis, which is part of the JPEG 2000 standard [25].
To provide a baseline comparison, we applied classical `1-
based CS to the test images as well. For the same sparse
coding transforms, and the same values for M , linear measure-
ments of each image were collected by sensing vectors that
were randomly generated (without replacement) from the real
valued noiselet transform. The random noiselet measurement
ensemble was chosen in favor of CS due to its low coherence
to the Haar basis [26] and to the CDF97 basis [27]. A
low coherence between measurement ensemble Φ and sparse
transform Ψ assures that `1-norm minimization recovers the
original signal accurately [28]. In our classical CS experiments
we addressed the following optimization problem
a∗ = arg min
a∈RN
‖a‖1 , s.t. ΦΨTa = y . (26)
In order to solve (26), we used the NESTA package [29],
an `1-recovery toolbox suited for solving large-scale com-
pressed sensing reconstruction problems. NESTA is a cutting-
edge first-order optimization procedure that exploits ideas
from Nesterov [30] such as accelerated descent methods and
smoothing techniques.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 illustrate sensing results for the test
images Cameraman, Lena, and Pirate.
For each image, Figure 9(a), 10(a), and 11(a) illustrate
the rate distortion analysis showing reconstruction accuracy
as measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as a
function of the number of collected measurements. Each curve
corresponds to one of the four compressive imaging variants
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Figure 7. K-AHS simulation with randomly generated synthetic signals with
power law decaying coefficients (see Section III-A3), locations and signs
uniformly distributed. For model parameter α ∈ {1.2, 1.5, 2, 5}, 103 signals
of dimensionality N = 1024 were generated. The relative signal energy
obtained by K-AHS is plotted dependent on user parameter K.
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8described above. Both approaches, K-AHS and CS, achieve
consistently higher PSNR with the CDF97 wavelet basis than
with the Haar wavelet basis. This can be explained by the fact
that natural images have generally sparser representations by
smooth CDF97 basis functions than by ternary, discontinuous
Haar basis functions. For measurements up to 25% of the num-
ber of dimensions N (usually M  N ), the PSNR of K-AHS
reconstructions is higher than the PSNR of CS reconstructions
for both Haar and CDF97 wavelets. That difference is larger
with the CDF97 basis than with the Haar basis. The reason
might be that noiselets and Haar wavelets have minimal mutual
coherence [26] as opposed to the combination of noiselets and
CDF97 wavelets for which the mutual coherence is small but
not minimal [27]. Therefore, it is more difficult for K-AHS
to achieve higher reconstruction accuracy than CS. The larger
the number of collected measurements, the smaller the PSNR
difference between K-AHS and CS. For really large numbers
of measurements, where M 6 N , CS reconstructions have
higher PSNR than K-AHS reconstructions.
For each image, Figure 9(b)-(c), 10(b)-(c), and 11(b)-(c) il-
lustrate CS and K-AHS reconstructions from M = 0.2N mea-
surements using the Haar wavelet domain. Each reconstructed
image shows blocking artifacts, due to the discontinuity of
the Haar wavelet basis. While both approaches restore edges
and contours satisfactory, CS seems slightly more accurate at
image regions containing small luminance variations. On the
other hand, CS reconstructions suffer considerably from high
frequency noise which is evenly distributed over the entire
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 8. Original test images with a size of 512×512 pixels and a gray level
depth of 8 bit which were used for the compressive imaging experiments. (a)
Test image Lena. (b) Test image Cameraman. (c) Test image Pirate.
image and likely causing the inferior PSNR. K-AHS shows
at some image regions slightly coarser block structures than
CS but recovers overall homogeneous image regions more
accurately. Furthermore, K-AHS does not suffer from high
frequency noise.
For each image, Figure 9(d)-(e), 10(d)-(e), and 11(d)-(e) il-
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Figure 9. Natural image sensing performance comparison between K-AHS
and `1-based CS for test image Cameraman. (a) The PSNR dependent on the
relative number of measurements. (b) CS reconstruction from M = 0.2N ran-
dom noiselet measurements, Haar basis, PSNR: 27.27. (c) K-AHS reconstruc-
tion from M = 0.2N adaptive measurements, Haar basis, PSNR: 27.86. (d)
CS reconstruction from M = 0.2N random noiselet measurements, CDF97
basis, PSNR: 29.69. (e) K-AHS reconstruction from M = 0.2N adaptive
measurements, CDF97 basis, PSNR: 30.85. For visualization, reconstructed
images were clipped to [0, 255] where necessary.
9lustrate CS and K-AHS reconstructions from M = 0.2N mea-
surements using the CDF97 wavelet domain. In accordance
with the rate distortion analysis, the images reconstructed in
the CDF97 wavelet domain look, for both approaches, visually
more pleasant than the images reconstructed in the Haar
wavelet domain. Some contours of the K-AHS reconstructions
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Figure 10. Natural image sensing performance comparison between K-AHS
and `1-based CS for test image Lena. (a) The PSNR dependent on the relative
number of measurements. (b) CS reconstruction from M = 0.2N random
noiselet measurements, Haar basis, PSNR: 26.45. (c) K-AHS reconstruction
from M = 0.2N adaptive measurements, Haar basis, PSNR: 27.15. (d)
CS reconstruction from M = 0.2N random noiselet measurements, CDF97
basis, PSNR: 28.38. (e) K-AHS reconstruction from M = 0.2N adaptive
measurements, CDF97 basis, PSNR: 29.71. For visualization, reconstructed
images were clipped to [0, 255] where necessary.
show minor ringing artifacts whereas image regions with
constant luminance and small luminance variation are more
accurately recovered compared to CS. Again, images recon-
structed by CS suffer from evenly distributed high frequency
noise.
For the image Cameraman, Figure 12 illustrates the mag-
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Figure 11. Natural image sensing performance comparison between K-AHS
and `1-based CS for test image Pirate. (a) The PSNR dependent on the relative
number of measurements. (b) CS reconstruction from M = 0.2N random
noiselet measurements, Haar basis, PSNR: 24.31. (c) K-AHS reconstruction
from M = 0.2N adaptive measurements, Haar basis, PSNR: 25.26. (d)
CS reconstruction from M = 0.2N random noiselet measurements, CDF97
basis, PSNR: 25.10. (e) K-AHS reconstruction from M = 0.2N adaptive
measurements, CDF97 basis, PSNR: 26.57. For visualization, reconstructed
images were clipped to [0, 255] where necessary.
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nitude of the K largest coefficients in the CDF97 wavelet
domain, as well as the K largest coefficients that are sensed
by K-AHS, where K = 4506 (M = 0.2N ). It can be seen
that K-AHS collects a considerable number of the most sig-
nificant CDF97 coefficients. The particular number of matches
varies depending on the random permutation of the basis
vectors. Over 1000 runs with different random permutations,
the average number of the most significant coefficients that
are identified is 454.90 (with a standard deviation of 188.02).
Although not all of the K largest coefficients are identified,
those coefficients found, have only a small deviation from the
optimal ones.
1) Spatial Sensing Maps: If the elements of the analysis
basis are localized, as in the case of wavelets, the spatial
regions at which K-AHS focuses its sensing load can be
visualized. For each level processed by K-AHS, we identified
the sensing vectors which provided the K largest measure-
ments, and replaced each of their entries by its absolute value.
Subsequently, we calculated the sum of these K rectified
“winner sensing vectors” to obtain a spatial sensing map.
This spatial sensing map indicates which image regions are
sensed to which extent by the K “winner sensing vectors”
of the corresponding level. Since the K winner determine in
particular, by which branches of the sensing tree the sensing
proceeds, they also determine, which regions shall be refined.
Figure 13 shows a sequence of spatial sensing maps from
the initial level to the bottom level while sampling the image
Cameraman with K = 4095. At the initial level, the spatial
sensing map shows a rather broad and evenly distributed
occurrence of regions. The image content is barely perceptible.
As K-AHS descends to lower levels of the tree, the spatial
sensing maps reveal more and more image structures. From
the spatial map of the bottom level, the image content is well
perceptible. Apparently, regions at which K-AHS focuses the
sensing load are successively refined and lead to salient regions
of the image such as distinct contours, edges and corners.
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Figure 12. Comparison between the K largest coefficients of image Cam-
eraman subject to the CDF97 wavelet basis, and the K largest coefficients
sensed by K-AHS. User parameter K = 4506 (M = 0.2N ).
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have proposed K-AHS, a novel adap-
tive hierarchical procedure to sense sparse and compressible
signals. As opposed to Compressed Sensing (CS), where
non-adaptive measurements are collected by random sensing
vectors, K-AHS adaptively selects sensing vectors from a
collection depending on previous measurements of the signal.
The sensing vectors are hierarchically organized in a sensing
tree which is partially traversed by K-AHS during sampling.
Each node of the tree represents a sensing vector, which is
the sum of a subset of elements form the analysis basis Ψ,
which is chosen prior to sampling such that it provides a
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 13. Spatial sensing maps obtained while sampling the image Cam-
eraman by K-AHS in the CDF97 wavelet domain using K = 4095. They
indicate, for each level of the sensing tree, how intensively each region of
the image is sensed by the K “winner sensing vectors”, i.e. where they are
focusing the sensing load (see Section IV-B1). (a) Initial level L = 5. (b)
Level l = 4. (c) Level l = 3. (d) Level l = 2. (e) Level l = 1. (f) Bottom
level l = 0. Each spatial map is normalized. White regions indicate minimal
sensing activity, whereas black regions indicate maximal sensing activity.
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sparse representation of the signal. When a node is visited,
a linear measurement of the signal with this node-specific
sensing vector is performed. Insignificant measurements cause
the omission of subtrees and corresponding partitions of signal
coefficients. Significant measurements, on the other hand, are
iteratively refined by descending into their corresponding sub-
trees. Visited leaf nodes reveal signal coefficients in the sparse
transform domain, whereas signal coefficients of unvisited leaf
nodes are treated to be zero. Hence, the sparse representation
of the signal is obtained without solving an optimization
problem, a tremendous benefit over CS. Furthermore, with
K-AHS (as opposed to CS) there are no pre-conditions
demanding incoherence between the sensing vectors and the
sparse synthesis transform.
We conducted a theoretical analysis which addresses the
sensing quality of K-AHS in terms of detecting the k most
relevant signal coefficients. We provided a theorem, which
states a general sufficient condition that guarantees to sense at
least the optimal k-term approximation of the signal. Applying
this condition, we investigated K-AHS sensing performance
for three signal models as a function of their parameters.
Experiments with synthetic signals of these models confirmed
predictions according to our theoretical result.
Based on experiments with natural images, we compared
sensing performance of K-AHS to `1-based CS in terms of
image reconstruction accuracy as measured by PSNR using an
orthogonal and a biorthogonal wavelet transform. Our general
finding is, that for relevant numbers of measurements (M 
N ) K-AHS achieves better PSNR values than `1-based CS.
The sensing vectors of the sensing tree {ϕl,j} can be
pre-computed, which makes them instantly available. Con-
sequently, adaptive sensing by K-AHS is essentially a pro-
cess that selects and loads the requested sensing vectors on
demand. This kind of pre-caching is the proposed default
mode for K-AHS. Unlike other adaptive sensing approaches,
it has the advantage that a requested sensing vector does not
have to be computed specifically during sensing, which saves
computational resources and time. On the other hand, pre-
caching consumes memory of the order O(N2). If, however,
the amount of memory is limited, then each requested ϕl,n
can be computed on demand taking the computational time
of an analysis transform of an auxiliary vector with entries 1
at the indices (n − 1)2l + 1, ..., n2l and 0 everywhere else
(see Eq. (3)). This can be fast nonetheless if Ψ is a fast
transform such as the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or the
Fast Wavelet Transform (FWT). In a limited-memory-setting,
CS sensing vectors are computed analogously on demand
taking the computational time of a “measurement transform”
(e.g. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or Fast Noiselet Trans-
form (FNT)) of a randomly selected standard basis vector.
Whichever mode is implemented, the additional computation
time that is required by K-AHS at the sensing stage is due to
sorting the measurements at the levels L,L − 1, . . . , 1. Note
that this extra time is small: O(K logK) for each level.
So far, we have considered the complete setting for K-
AHS, where Ψ and Ψ are bases. However, K-AHS can
be applied analogously to the undercomplete setting, where
Ψ ∈ RQ×N (Q < N) and ΨT is set to Ψ†, the Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse of Ψ.
As proposed in Section II-F sensing vectors of internal
nodes could be generated by weighted sums rather than direct
sums. In a future work, weights could be optimized and
integrated into the tree composing process such that positively
correlated non-zero coefficients have a higher probability to
share common subtrees. To this end, typical samples from
a signal class of interest could be analyzed numerically for
statistical properties. Tuning the structure of the sensing tree
and corresponding weights by a training stage might reduce
the risk of falsely discarding significant coefficients.
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